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The Gambler 
 
The Gambler understands that you take your chances if you want to get paid, and you don’t play your 
cards—you play the other players. 
 
Inherent—Bluff 
• You are hard to read. Your cunning is +4 when you are lying. You understand the value of appearing 

weak when you are strong, and strong when you are weak. Above all, keep them guessing. 
 
Limitation—Double or Nothing 
• You can get a bit… carried away. Lean on those lucky streaks. And when they vanish, you fall hard. 
 

Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 
1st   Card Sharp 
2nd  Player 
3rd   Dealer 
4th   Luckmaker 

Cloak, dice, pack of brightly 
colored cards, dramatic hat, boot 
with a boot knife, various trinkets 
won from unwise traveling 
companions. 
 
Starting Coin: 1d10 gp, 1d12 sp 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Carousing. Rested. You know how to celebrate in a way that includes everyone nearby. Rousing 

songs, making all jokes funny whether they are or not, and showing people a genuinely good time. 
Easy come, easy go. This celebration is often used as a distraction, or to get into the good graces of 
those you need to impress, or to get the attention of certain local elements. Sometimes just for fun. 

 
• Cheating Skill. Constant ability. You know the sleight of hand, the grip on dice, the count of the 

cards. If you want to cheat, you can add your Cunning bonus to a roll (or double your Cunning bonus 
if it is already part of the game). Others detect the cheat on an Awareness difficulty 10 test. 

 
• Leaning Luck. Rested. When it really matters how the cards or dice fall, roll an extra die of the 

appropriate type and keep the most favorable result. This works when gambling, but also in combat or 
when testing attributes. 

 
• Prick of Pride. Constant ability. You know how to use subtle or blunt techniques to question another 

person’s courage, honor, and financial security in ways that motivate them to wager even when that 
wager is unwise. Your Cunning against their Conviction. 

 
• Sense Weakness. Rested. Consider a group for at least 10 minutes, by playing with them or watching 

them interact. Then, gain +2 on an Awareness test for each member, DC 7 (+ their Cunning bonus.) If 
successful, you have a sense of the social pecking order of the group, who is hiding something, and a 
ploy more likely to succeed against each. 
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. Mother was a master gambler. [Rich noble] lost to her, called her a cheat, and killed her. Get revenge. 
2. You’ve always wanted to play with a castle as stakes. Win or lose, what a rush. 
3. Everything else you’ve ever tried was a disaster, gambling is all you’re good at. Prove your worth. 
4. These impressive skills came at the cost of impressive debts—and now there’s an impressive bounty. 
5. No one must know you grew up on a farm. You’ll never labor again. Use games to build security. 
6. Adventuring! The ultimate game of chance. Luck and skill interweave. You get paid or die. 
7. Bankrupt parents, three ex-spouses, a dozen broken hearts—you’re a taker. Can you learn to give too? 
8. What will be, will be. Choice is nothing in the universe’s random chance. Is your fate fame? 
9. The first game where you won clothes, weapons, and a horse, you were hooked. Get rich. Quick. 
10. Something’s wrong with you. You like crushing people’s pride. The world is full of it. Get busy. 
 

Games of Chance 
 
It is no fun being a gambler without games to play. Here are some quick samples to enliven your setting. 
You can also use any traditional games you want, or even have players roll dice as their characters—
whatever works for you. These are abstractions. 
 
• Horseshoe Dice. Characters ante up. The DM rolls 2d10. The players roll 2d10. Anyone rolling 

exactly what the DM rolled is a winner. If no one does, the one (or ones in a tie) rolling closer are 
winners. Split the pot between the winners. 

 
• Luck of the Roll. Characters ante up. Everyone rolls 1d10. Whoever rolls highest wins. In case of a 

tie, the winners split the pot. 
 
• Roundabouts. Characters ante up. Everyone tests either Cunning, Daring, or Awareness. Those 

getting 7+ continue to the next round; if no one continues, the one with the highest bonus on the roll 
gains the pot. For those continuing, the difficulty is increased by 2 each round until someone wins. 

 
• Mountainclimbing. Characters ante up. One sets the difficulty, and beats it with a Cunning or Daring 

test. You lose if you cannot hit your own difficulty, or the difficulty set before you. Last one to win a 
round takes all when all others are out. 


